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The concept of uniform regularity is studied. Every quiet quasi-uniform space is uniformly 
regular, and every point symmetric uniformly regular quasi-uniform space that is complete (in 
the sense of Doitchinov) is quiet. Every Lebesgue quasi-uniformity (in particular every compact 
quasi-uniformity) that is uniformly regular is quiet. Every continuous quasi-metric is uniformly 
regular, but the Michael line has a continuous quasi-metric that is not quiet. 
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Introduction 
Although there is no theory of completeness for arbitrary quasi-uniform spaces 
that is as well behaved as the theory of completeness for uniform spaces, Doitchinov 
has introduced a conjugate-invariant class of quasi-uniform spaces, called quiet 
quasi-uniform spaces, for which a satisfactory theory of completeness exists [2-41. 
In this paper we study the class of uniformly regular spaces, which were introduced 
by Csaszar [ 11. Since every quiet quasi-uniform space is uniformly regular, we seek 
conditions under which a uniformly regular quasi-uniform space is quiet. Our 
principal result is that every point-symmetric, uniformly regular, quasi-uniform 
space that is complete in the sense of Doitchinov [2] is quiet. It follows that every 
Lebesgue quasi-uniform space (in particular, every compact quasi-uniform space) 
that is uniformly regular is quiet. The finest transitive quasi-uniformity 9.7 of a 
topological space X is quiet and convergence complete if it is uniformly regular, 
and 99 is uniformly regular if X is orthocompact and semistratifiable. The quasi- 
uniformities 8 and 3% of a topological space X are quiet when X is discrete, and 
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are not uniformly regular otherwise. It follows that neither quietness nor uniform 
regularity is a quasi-proximity invariant property. 
In this paper we adopt the notation of [7] to denote quasi-uniform space properties, 
but throughout we consider only regular Hausdorff spaces. In particular, the script 
letters 9, _ZF, g.F, .YFY, and FF.~~JV%’ denote the Pervin, locally finite, point finite, 
fine transitive, and fine quasi-uniformities of a given topological space. The reader 
is referred to [7] for terms not defined herein. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let (X, %) be a quasi-uniform space. According to Sieber and Pervin [12] a filter 
9 on X is a Cauchyjilter provided that for each U E %, there is a p E X such that 
U(p) E 9. The space (X, %) is convergence complete provided that each Cauchy 
filter converges. Another theory of completeness is due to Doitchinov [2]. A filter 
9 on X is a D-Cauchy Jilter provided that there is a filter % on X called a cojilter 
of S, such that for each U E Ou there is a GE % and FE 9 such that G x FE U. 
The notation ($9) + 0 means that %’ is a cofilter of .F. The space (X, %) is said 
to be D-complete if each D-Cauchy filter converges. Subsequently we shall make 
use of the simple observation that every convergence complete quasi-uniform space 
is D-complete. 
Definition [l]. A quasi-uniform space (X, %) is uniformly regular provided that for 
each U E 011 there is VE % such that for each x E X, V(x) G U(x). 
Proposition 1.1. If SW is uniformly regular, then SW is convergence complete. 
Proof. Let (X, 9) be a Hausdorff space on which KCF is uniformly regular and let 
% be a .?FT-Cauchy filter on X. Let 3 = fil{G: GE 3). We first show that % is an 
SF-Cauchy filter. Let U E $9 and VE 95 such that for each x E X, V(x) 5 U(x). 
There is a p E X such that V(p) E 9, whence V(p) E 93. It follows that U(p) E 33 
and so ?8 is a 5V-Cauchy filter. By Proposition 3.26 of [7], 3 has a cluster point. 
Since $9 is locally symmetric, it follows [7, Corollary 3.91 that .FF is convergence 
complete. q 
Definition [2]. A quasi-uniform space (X, “21) is quiet provided that for each U E % 
there is an entourage V in % such that if B’ and F’ are filters on X with (F’, S’) + 0 
and x’ and x” are points of X such that V(x’) E 9’ and V-‘(x”) E Y’then X”E U(x’). 
If V satisfies the above condition, we say that V is quiet for U. 
It is easy to observe that a quasi-uniform space (X, Q) is quiet provided for each 
subbasic entourage U, there is an entourage VE % that is quiet for U. 
The following proposition is implicit in the work of Doitchinov [4] and for this 
reason we omit its simple proof. 
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Proposition 1.2. Every quiet quasi-untform space is uniformly regular. 
Definition. Let (X, d) be a quasi-metric space. Then d is a continuous quasi-metric 
provided that for each x E X, the function d, : X + Iw defined by d,(y) = d (x, y) is 
continuous. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of Proposition 7.5 of [7]. 
Proposition 1.3. Let d be a continuous quasi-metric on a set X. Then ad is uniformly 
regular. 
Subsequently we make use of the concept of a normal neighbornet, which was 
defined by Junnila in [8]. A relation W on a topological space X is a neighbornet 
provided that W(x) is a neighborhood of x for each x E X. The first term of a normal 
sequence of neighbornets is a normal neighbornet. The quasi-uniformity %9X’&’ 
consists of all normal neighbornets on X. 
2. Uniformly regular quasi-uniformities that are point symmetric 
Lemma. Let (X, %) be a uniformly regular quasi-uniform space, and let 8 and Y? be 
filters on X such that (9, 3) + 0. Then for each U E a, there exists FE 9, G E 9 such 
that FxGc U. 
Proof. Let U E Ou and let WE 42 satisfy W(x) E U(x) for each x E X. Let FE 8 
and G E 3 such that F x G s W and let p E F. Then G s W(p) c W(p) c U(p) and 
so G-cU(p).Let(a,b)~FxG.Thena~FandGcU(a)andsob~U(a). q 
Theorem 2.1. Let (X, %) be a point-symmetric, uniformly regular, D-complete quasi- 
uniform space. Then (X, “u) is quiet. 
Proof. Let U E 021. Choose an entourage V such that V2 c U and V(x) is open for 
each x E X. Choose WE Ou such that W(x) s V(x) for each x E X. We show that W 
is quiet for U. Suppose that x’, X”E X, wand 9” are filters on X such that W(x’) E 5’, 
W-‘(xl’) E P’ and (Y’, 9’) + 0. Then 9’ is a D-Cauchy filter and so there exists a 
q E X such that 9’+ q. Let T E (42 and let S be a symmetric entourage such that 
S(q) c T(q). By the lemma, there exist F”E 9” and F’E 9’ such that F” x F’z S. 
In particular, F”x{q}c S so that {q} x F”E: S and F”s S(q) E T(q). Therefore 
9”+ q. Note that q EWE V(x’). Thus there exists k E V(x’) n W-‘(x”) z V(x’) n 
V’(x”). Therefore X”E V(k) c V’(x’) c U(x’). q 
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Corollary 2.2. Every uniformly regular quasi-uniform space with the Lebesgueproperty 
is quiet. 
Proof. Each such space is point-symmetric and complete [7, Corollary 5.2 and 
Proposition 5.71. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Every compact uniformly regular space is quiet. 
Corollary 2.4. Let (X, F) be a topological space. Then SF is quiet if and only if it is 
uniformly regular. 
Proof. Since SF is point-symmetric, the result follows immediately from Proposi- 
tions 1.1 and 1.2 and the previous theorem. •i 
Corollary 2.5. Let (X, F) be a regular Hausdor-space in which every neighbornet is 
normal. Then (X, .99X8) is quiet. 
Proof. By [7, Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 5.71, 99x8 is point-symmetric and 
complete. To see that 9.9X8 is uniformly regular, let U E .99X8 and for each x E X, 
let G,EF such that XEG,E~~ U(x). Let V=Uxex{x}xGx. Then V~.99X8 
and for each XEX, v(x)=ac U(x). 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a regular HausdorfS space. If X is orthocompact and semi- 
stratijiable, then SF ( = 99.N%) is quiet. 
Proof. It suffices to show that SF is uniformly regular. Let U E FF be a transitive 
entourage. For each x E X let W, be a symmetric entourage such that W:(x) E U(x). 
Let W= UxeX {X)X W,(x). By [7, Lemma 6.211 there is a VE SF such that for 
every x E X, there are y, z E X such that V(x) c W(y) and {x, y} c W(z) n W-‘(z). - - 
Let XE X and p E V(x). Then PE W(y) = W,(y)s W:(y) E U(y). Similarly YE 
W(z) = W,(z) c U(z), and z E W(x) = W,(x) E U(x). Consequently p E U’(x) = 
U(x). Thus V(x) c U(x) for each x E X. q 
Corollary 2.7. Let X be a regular Hausdorflspace. If X is metacompact and semi- 
stratijable, then 9.9 is quiet. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis, 88= SF [7, Theorem 6.211 and the theorem 
applies. 0 
The following proposition extends the work of Csazar [l, p. 141-1421. 
Proposition 2.8. Let (X, F) be a regular Hausdorff space. If F is nondiscrete, then 
neither 9 nor 2% is uniformly regular. If F is discrete, then both P and 2% are 
uniformities. 
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Proof. Suppose that .Y is nondiscrete and let p be a nonisolated point of X. Let 
U = X x X -{(x, p): x # p}. For each locally finite open cover V of X, U, = {(x, y): y 
is in each member of ‘% that contains x} is a member of 99. Suppose that %? is a 
locally finite open cover of X and U,(x) c U(x) for each x E X. Note that if x # p, 
then PFZ I!&(X); thus ~~~~~~ C.&(X)=U~+~ U,(x)=X-{p}=X. We have 
reached a contradiction and so neither C!? nor 99 is uniformly regular. q 
Suppose that .Y is discrete. Then 29 is the fine uniformity. In order to show that 
Y is a uniformity let U E 9 and let % = {Ai: 1 c i G n} be a partition of X such that 
AixAi~Uforeachi=1,2,...,n.Then U,E~‘, U,‘=U,,and U,GU. 
Corollary 2.9. Let (X, .T) be a regular Hausdorflspace. Then SP(ZS) is quiet if and 
only if 3 is discrete. 
3. Examples 
Our first two examples together with [6, Example 4.21 show that no one of the 
three hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 may be omitted. 
Example 3.1. Let X be any compact nondiscrete Hausdorff space. (X, 9) is conver- 
gence complete and point-symmetric, but by Proposition 2.8, (X, $9) is not uniformly 
regular (and hence, not quiet). 
Example 3.2. A quasi-uniform space that is uniformly regular and convergence 
complete but not quiet. 
In [2, Theorem 51, Doitchinov establishes that the conjugate of every quiet 
quasi-uniformity is quiet. 
Let X = [0, l] and let A = {l/n: n EN}. We first construct a nonregular topology 
.Y on X. The basic neighborhoods of 0 are of the form [0, E) -A, where E > 0, and 
for each n E N, the basic neighborhoods of l/n are of the form [l/n, a), where 
E > l/n. All other points are isolated. The resulting space (X, 9) is not regular and 
so (X, .9V-‘) is not quiet. Since the topology generated by 99-l is discrete, 
(X, ST-‘) is uniformly regular. To show that (X, .RY-‘) is convergence complete 
it suffices to construct an entourage WE SYT with the property that for each x E X, 
W-‘(x) has at most three points. We define W as follows: 
i 
X-A, if x = 0, 
W(x) = [l/n, a), if n EN and 
x, otherwise. 
The reader can easily verify that W is a 
x E X, W-‘(x) contains at most 3 points. 
nz2; where l/n<&<l/(n-1), 
transitive neighbornet and that for each 
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Example 3.3. Let Q denote the set of all rational numbers with the Euclidean 
topology. By Corollary 2.7, 89 = .%Y = %$X8 is quiet, whereas by Proposition 2.8, 
neither !?? nor _Y$ is uniformly regular. Therefore neither uniform regularity nor 
quietness is a quasi-proximity invariant property. 
Example 3.4. We consider the noncompletely regular space of Mysior [ 111. Its 
underlying set is the closed upper half-plane together with one additional point a. 
All points above the x-axis are isolated. A basic neighborhood of a point (x, 0) 
contains (x, 0) and all but finitely many points from the union of two line segments 
of height two, the vertical line segment 1, = {(x, y): 0 c y < 2) and the line segment 
with slope 1, J, = {(x + y, y): 0 s y < 2). The basic neighborhoods of the point a have 
the form G, ={a}u{(x,y): x> n}, where n = 1,2,. . . 
We define a quasi-uniformity compatible with Mysior’s space as follows. For each 
positive integer n and each finite set F of points above the x-axis let 
( 
{x1, if x is above the x-axis, 
K,,(x) = G,, if x = a, 
I4 u J4 -F, if x = (q, 0). 
It is easily verified that the collection of all U,,, so defined is a base for a compatible 
transitive quasi-uniformity % on X. 
In [5], the authors showed that the quasi-uniformity ‘% is D-complete and quiet. 
(In fact, % is convergence complete.) Since % is also point-symmetric and uniformly 
regular an alternative proof that % is quiet may be obtained from Theorem 2.1. 
Example 3.5. Let p E PN - N and let X = PN - {p}. Then the fine-transitive quasi- 
uniformity 99 on X is not convergence complete [9, Proposition 3.121 and so by 
Proposition 1.1, 53 is not uniformly regular. 
Example 3.6. Let M denote the Michael line [lo]. Since every neighbornet contains 
a transitive neighbornet [7, Proposition 6.271, it follows from Corollary 2.5 that %Y 
(= $$.A@) is quiet. In [2], Doitchinov remarks that the natural quasi-metric on M 
is not quiet. Since this quasi-metric is continuous, it is uniformly regular. 
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